
INVITED COMMENTARY

uclear medicine has been at the
forefront of digital radiology for many
years, in large part because of the
digital nature of -y cameras and the
relatively small image file sizes. Telera
diology and picture archiving and com
munication systems (PACS) are matur
ing, being carried along with advances
in Internet computing, data transmis
sion, image compression, and image
file standards. The article by Slomka et
al. (1) in this issue of The Journal of
Nuclear Medicine uses many of these
technologies, and a brief discussion of
the state of the art in these areas may be
beneficial.

JAVA:A SMOOTHBLEND
OR A BITrER BREW?

Java (2â€”4),developed by Sun Micro
systems (Mountain View, CA), is a
computer programming language de
signed to be machine independent. For
ease of programming, most computer
programs are written in a â€œhigh-levelâ€•
language, such as C or FORTRAN.
Before they can be run, these programs
need to be compiled to a more basic
form that is specific to a type of com
puter processor and operating system
(OS). Thus, programs written for the
Intel (Intel Corporation, Santa Clara,
CA) processor (Windows OS; Micro
soft, Redmond, WA) will not run on a
PowerPC processor (Mac OS; Apple
Computer, Cupertino, CA), unless the
manufacturer has compiled two ver
sions of the same program and pro
vides both versions on the disk.

Java attempts to surmount this ma
chine barrier, producing a single ver
sion of a program that can run on any
computer. To accomplish this, some
thing must be interposed between the
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Java program and the computer proces
sor, translating the Java instructions on
the fly into a form that can be under
stood by that machine. This task is
performed by a Java virtual machine
(JVM). Once you have the JVM writ
ten for your specific type of computer,
you can then run any Java program.

Initial versions of the JVM ran
slowly, interpreting the Java code one
line at a time. More recent versions
translate large sections of Java code
and hold the translated code for later
reuse, using a just-in-time compiler,
greatly speeding the running of Java
programs.

When coupled with the Internet and
the World Wide Web (WWW), a major
advantage of Java is that programs can
be downloaded as part of a web view
ing session, adding capabilities to the
web browser without the need for any
program installation by the user. These
capabilities can include gray-scale ad
justment, cine viewing, and viewing of
orthogonal tomographic planes, as dem
onstrated by Slomka et al. (1) and
others. This transfer of processing
power to the local machine allows the
user to manipulate the images locally,
avoiding the retransmission of data that
would be necessary if the image adjust
ments were done by the sending com
puter (server).

Allowing remote computer programs
to automatically execute on your com
puter could be dangerous; however,
Java has built-in security features to
prevent such programs from tampering
with your machine (3). Version 1.0 of
Java executed these small downloaded
applications (applets) in a restricted
environment termed a â€œsandbox,â€•
which allowed access to the computer
processor and display, but prohibited
access to your computer disk drive.
Java 1.1 added the concept of trusted
applets, enforced by encrypted digital
signatures, that would be allowed free
local computer access. Java 1.2 I 2.0

will add the capability of more specific
permissions, such as allowing an applet
to store data in an â€œincomingimagesâ€•
folder, but forbidding access else
where.

Unfortunately, Java in the real world
falls somewhat short of the ideal. Java
has been evolving rapidly, growing in
built-in features and routines (APIs)
from 200 in 1995 to 1600 today (5).
Different users are running various
versions of the JVM, some of which
may lack the features needed by a
specific Java program and some of
which may be â€œbuggyâ€•and unstable.
This can lead to unpredictable effects
and computer crashes when running
Java code and makes Java code diffi
cult to debug, because each Java pro
gram needs to be verified to work on a
wide variety of computer systems. Be
cause of this, there has been more
emphasis recently on using Java to
provide a needed set of features to a
specific set of users (who use JVMs
testable by the programmer), rather
than to add frills to web sites accessed
by a wide and unpredictable set of
users. On-call viewing ofnuclear medi
cine images by a specific set of users is
therefore a situation reasonably well
adapted for Java use.

A VIEW FROMAFAR

Java is one of several techniques that
can be used for teleradiology; other
methods are listed in Table 1. As can be
seen, there are limitations to each of
these methods. A well-designed Java
program for remote viewing has the
potential to combine all of the advan
tages of these methods, while avoiding
most of the disadvantages. Java has the
additional advantage of needing no
installation, other than requiring a re
cent web browser to be present on the
remote machine.

The potential of Java in radiology
has stimulated recent work in this field
(1,6â€”18),and at least one new commer
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Method Advantages Disadvantages

TABLEI
Other Teleradiology Methods

ing images. Such a monitor allows
millions of colors (and a full range of
grays) to be displayed. Some users may
have a more limited 8-bit display, which
allows only 256 colors to be displayed.
On 8-bit systems, web browsers (such
as Netscape) allocate a fixed color table
that includes only 6 levels of gray
(including pure black and pure white),
with the rest being used for other colors
(23). Intermediate gray levels will be
displayed using dithering, alternating
patterns ofthese limited values to simu
late a greater range and significantly
degrading the image in the process.

One of the best alternatives to Java
for a flexible, inexpensive PACS solu
tion would be to make use of a web
browser's capability of passing down
loaded files to user-configurable
â€œhelperâ€•applications, shown as the
last option in Table 1. The web inter
face could be used for patient file
selection and downloading, with auto
matic handoff of the downloaded file to
a radiology image viewing program.
The medical image viewing program
Osiris (24), designed for viewing of
DICOM 3 format images, is available
for UNIX, Macintosh, and Windows
platforms free ofcharge. Another freely
available nuclear medicine image view
ing program for the Macintosh is Nuc
Medjmage (25). Although this approach
would involve manual installation of
the viewing program on each user's
computer, it otherwise has many of the
advantages of a Java-based solution
and has been successfully used at a
major medical center (26).

With regard to file formats, the Inter
file standard for nuclear medicine im
age file format has many advantages: It
is easy to understand, human readable
(and editable) in a text editor, and
widely available among nuclear medi
cine vendors (27). Slomka et al. take
advantage of this well-designed format
to transmit images to their Java viewer.
For better or worse, however, radiol
ogy PACS are moving toward the vastly
more complex DICOM standard
(28,29). DICOM includes the ability

for patient file selection and requesting
transmission of image data. It also
includes provision for image compres

Manufacturer supplied
remoteviewingstation

Display of static images on
web pages

Useof X-windowsorother
screen-mirroringpro
gramsto viewthework
station display at a
remotesite

Manualdownloadof files,
withremoteviewingin
generalimage-viewing
programs

Semiautomaticweb-based
downloadofprefor
mattedfileswithauto
maticloadingintolocal
image-viewing programs

Robust,well-integrated
solution

Inexpensive,muftiplatform

Inexpensive

Inexpensive

Expensive, leading to lim
itednumberofviewing
stations

Nogray-scaleadjustment
orcinecapability*

Maynotworkwithallyen
dors'software;slow
becauseminorchanges
in display may require
retransmissionofentire
screen

Multiplestepsrequiredof
user;viewingprograms
mayworkononlya
singlecomputerplat
form*

ods of converting the radiograph for
digital transmission are being investi
gated (personal communication, May
1999).

Standardization of Java implementa
tions will help substantially in creating
a robust programming environment. As
the language has evolved, Sun Micro
systems has both added new features
and made other features obsolete, mak
ing it difficult to maintain working
programs. Slomka et al. have appropri
ately insisted that their users install a
specific version of the JVM (Java 1.2,
as contained in Netscape 4.5 or greater;
Netscape Communications Corpora
tion, Mountain View, CA) to simplify
program development (personal com
munication, May 1999). Sun Microsys
tems has recognized this problem and
has stated that it will work on refining
the current version of Java 1.2 into a
version 2.0, rather than continually
adding new features (5). Unfortunately,
specification of Java as a national or
international standard has been hin
dered by disputes between computer
companies as to who will control the
new standard (21,22).

Slomka et al. appropriately insist
that a 24-bit monitor be used for view

Inexpensive Viewingprogramsmay
workononlya single
computerplatform*

*Thesemethodsmayrequirecustomprogramming(e.g.,forfileformatconversion).

cial teleradiology system is Java based
(19). The remote-viewer Java applet
developed at Washington University
(10) is in many ways similar to that of
Slomka et al. but lacks the tight integra
tion with a clinical database. Other
work has focused on Java enhancement
of viewing of images in on-line publica
tions (9) and teaching (6, 14,20) and in
creating remote viewers capable of
receiving images and data directly from
Digital Imaging and Communication in
Medicine (DICOM) imaging and stor
age devices (12â€”18).

Our experience parallels that of
Slomka et al., in that we found Java
implementations on personal comput
ers to be sufficiently fast to be useful
for home viewing of nuclear medicine
images, especially on machines using a
just-in-time compiler. A major limita
tion for on-call use is that correlative
images are rarely available in digital
formâ€”the majority of our on-call stud
ies are ventilationâ€”perfusion studies,
requiring comparison with a chest radio
graph. Slomka et al. report that interpre
tation based on a verbal description of
the radiograph from an in-house radi
ologist has sometimes been performed,
but is not always satisfactory, and meth
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Speed*SpeedConnectionSimultaneousMethod
(download)(upload)type Connectionto phoneuse?

28.8â€”33.6kbps Same Needto dial AnyISPorcomputer No

sion (discussed below) using the Joint
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)
standard, and work is underway to add
capability for wavelet compression.
Java viewers for DICOM images have
already been developed by other inves
tigators (12â€”18),and it is likely that
this combination will see widespread

use in teleradiology and PACS during
the next decade.

BLAZING BITS

Slomka et al. used a V.90 modem for
sending data to a remote site. The V.90
standard has evolved from K56-flex
and x2, two earlier competing 56K
communication protocols. A V.90 mo
dem is the fastest telephone modem
available, translating digital signals into
analog (tone) form using frequency
modulation (MOdulator DEModula
tor). Speeds using a V.90 modem are
asymmetric, with faster downloads from
a server than uploads, reaching down
load speeds of about 50 kbps (1000
bits/s). Thus, a 1-MB file (8182 KB)
would require 164 s, or about 3 mm, to
download (compression may signifi
cantly shorten this time). To achieve
this rate, the user must have a good
quality phone line, the user must be
located within a few miles of the local
telephone company switch box, and
one must connect to an Internet service
provider (ISP) who has a direct digital

telephone connection. Frequently, these
optimal conditions are not met, and the
rate achieved is slightly slower; the
download rate seen by Slomka et al.
was about half the theoretic maximum
for this type of modem.

Faster transmission technologies are
now available (30). More reliable con
nections that are 2â€”4times faster can
be achieved using an Integrated Ser
vices Digital Network (ISDN), an all
digital phone service that can be pur
chased from the telephone company.
Even faster is the newly introduced
asymmetric digital subscriber line
(ADSL), which can reach speeds 10â€”50
times that of modems and allows con
current use of voice telephones over
the same line using a splitter device.
Again, location within a few mile prox
imity of the telephone switch box is
necessary for maximal data transmis
sion rates. Cable modems, using lines
used for cable television, have also
become available in selected regions.
Cable modem speeds may be faster
than that of ADSL, provided there is
not much demand from other users on
the shared cable segment. Approximate
speedsofthesemodalitiesareshownin
Table 2, although different companies
claim various data rates. Individual
experience will also be a function of
other links in the chain, such as the
speed of the ISP's Internet connection

TABLE2

and the rate at which data are being
served by the sending computer. Com
petition between ADSL and cable mo
dems is driving the price of a rapid
Internet connection to an affordable
level, while providing service compa
rable with a dedicated business Internet
connection (Ti line).

THE BIG SQUEEZE

Data compression can significantly
reduce image file sizes, thereby shorten
ing transmission times. Image compres
sion can either be lossless, in which the
uncompressed image is identical to the
original image, orlossy, in w1@ich(hope
fully minor) image degradation occurs
as part of the compression process.
Slomka et al. used gzip (31) compres
sion (personal communication, May
1999), which is a lossless general
purpose compression algorithm that
can be applied to both image and
nonimage data. Use of such a general
file compression technique allowed
them to send the original 16-bit image
file, complete with patient header infor
mation.

Image-specific compression tech
niques are also available (32). Graphics
Interchange Format (GIF) images
achieve about 2- to 4-fold compression
of 8-bit image data using a lossless
technique. JPEG format allows van
able degrees of compression of image

Relative Speeds and Features of Internet Connections

V.34 modem (33.6
modem)

V.90modem(56K
modem)

ISDN
ADSL
Cablemodem
Ti (DS1)

Needtodial AnyISP(connections
to other computers
at V.34 rate)

Needtodial AnyISPorcomputer
Alwayson One ISP
Variables OneISP
Alwayson Internet

No

Yes
Yes
Variables
N/A

40â€”50kbps

64-128 kbps

384 kbpsâ€”i.5 Mbpst
500kbpsâ€”i0 Mbps@
1.5Mbps

28.8â€”33.6kbps

Same
128 kbpst
64â€”768kbps@
Same

*Speedsarelistedinkbps(1000bits's)andMbps(1,000,000bits/s);if uploadspeedtoserverisdifferent,aseparateuploadvalueis listed.
tFasterAoSL configurations,1.5â€”6Mbpsdownloadand384kbpsuploadmaybeavailableincertainregions,at highercost.
@Actualcablemodemspeedmaybeslower,dependingonnumberofotherlocalcableusersasa resultofsharedbandwidth.Upperlimitof

30Mbpsissometimesclaimedforcablemodems,butconnectionto user'scomputeristypicallyby 10-Mbpsethernetcard.
Â§Somecablemodemshavenouploadcapabilityandrequiresimultaneoususeof slowerV.90or V.34modemoverregularphonedial-up

connectionto provideuploadlink.
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data, trading off accuracy for file size
4 . using a lossy technique (dividing the

image into 8 x 8 pixel blocks and
applying the discrete cosine transform
with subsequent partial elimination of
high-frequency components). JPEG
compression is typically applied to
8-bit data, but a 12-bit medical JPEG
variation is also available.

It is difficult to know what level of
lossy compression is acceptable for
diagnostic purposes. Preliminary stud
ies suggest that 10- to 20-fold JPEG
compression is acceptable in medical
imaging, varying somewhat with imag
ing modality (33,34). Only limited in
formation is available with regard to
compression of nuclear medicine stud
ies, but it appears that similar compres
sion will be achievable (10,35). An
other technique using wavelets also
divides the image into low- and high
frequency components but operates on
the image as a whole rather than in 8 X
8 pixel blocks. For this reason, it does
not yield the blocky pattern seen in
highly compressed JPEG images.
Wavelet compression appears to yield
slightly higher compression ratios at
equivalent image quality, possibly
reaching 40: 1 or 80: 1 for certain radio
graphic applications (36,37).

THE FUTURE

The availability of ready access to
the Internet, the relatively urgent need
for digital transmission of images
through large health-care systems, and
the maturing offile format and compres
sion standards will all spur the growth
of PACS in radiology. Java provides an
inexpensive and easy-to-use method of
providing images to users at a wide
variety of sites and will likely be used
both for on-call viewing and for provid
ing images to referring clinicians.
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